For WTFS, cornering their niche of the $100 Billion plus diesel engine and parts industry was simply a matter of time.

By keeping venture capitalists and high profile investors in the dark (and by acting now), we’re securing our place on the ground floor and those 580% profits!

Greetings Friend,

I have to warn you...

While the information you’re about to hear isn’t exactly “classified”, it is highly sensitive, so it’s important that you keep this between us.

Over the last few decades, China’s hyper-speed economy has created new fortunes and Billions for those with the foresight to move into what was once a highly guarded market.

You see, capitalism has woven its way into the Red Curtain which kept the country shrouded – and Chinese companies are profiting by expanding into western markets.

“Diesel is in the driver’s seat now, and will be at least in the next few years.”

And the next company to create the newest crop of Billionaires could be Xinde Technology (WTFS).
What they’re doing is nothing short of amazing...

By cornering the Chinese market for diesel fuel injection systems, WTFS has secured numerous contracts with some of China’s top diesel engine manufacturers, including the biggest Chinese Fortune 500 company, Weichai Power.

This is why the company is being dubbed the “Caterpillar of China”, because just like the industrial equipment giant has conquered their market...

So too can WTFS!

But before we go any further, let me introduce myself – my name is Tim, editor of Untapped Wealth...

And because it’s my job to find highly profitable yet, undiscovered companies, I knew as soon as WTFS came across my desk, I had found what could be the hottest Chinese play of 2011.

Why?

It’s more than just their patented design on diesel fuel injection systems... It’s more than their already signed contracts with high profile diesel engine makers...

It has everything to do with where management is planning to take the company in a very short time that has me excited.

China, Japan, India, Europe, America...

WTFS is setting the stage for global domination, and we can be there to profit from the very beginning!

And here’s how they’re planning on doing it...

First China, Then India, Then... The World!

It’s a recipe for success that has been proven to work time and time again, and it’s a recipe that WTFS is following to a T.

Carve out your niche, build a name that is synonymous with quality and push to dominate growing markets.

Over the past 55 years, WTFS has built their reputation by designing, developing and manufacturing dependable fuel injection pumps, diesel engines, and small generator units in the People’s Republic of China...

Solidifying their foothold in what is the planet’s biggest market.

But there’s a lot more to this story...

While their success in China is impressive, it’s their next move that has both venture capitalist and investors alike taking notice of WTFS... and that’s a push into other blossoming economies like India and Brazil.

You don’t have to look hard to see what a move into growing
markets could mean to this company's bottom line.

By providing quality, dependable yet affordable products to these countries, their customer base practically doubles...

It’s why I believe the projected 580% profits could be just a drop in the bucket.

Because by pushing market boundary, that projection could easily double, or even triple in a very short time.

But you don’t have to take my word for it...

By taking a closer look at their numbers, I’ll prove that it’s not only possible... but probable!!

**Why You Could Be Profiting Sooner Rather Than Later: WTFS By The Numbers**

580% gains...

Is it possible for this company to put these kinds of numbers up on the board in a relatively short period of time?

Yes! And here’s the proof...

Right now, at their current sales of $112 Million – the company’s stock is handing out revenues of $.47 per share – and earning $.09 – meaning...

The company is already profitable!

When was the last time you saw a Chinese company come along that’s already making a ton of money?

WTFS is!!

And it gets even better...

Within the next 5 years, WTFS fully expects sales to increase to $769 Million!

By using the current revenue numbers and a little algebra, if the company hits that $769 Million (something experts agree is an easy task for WTFS), the new revenue per share would be $3.20...

💥 That’s an increase of 580%!

That’s big.

Correlating this increase to the stock price, we could watch as this $.70 stock jumps to $4.76 – and remember, this is just a conservative estimate – as PE’s tend to jump higher as companies start gaining steam.

This also doesn’t take into effect any acquisitions WTFS makes during the coming months, and buyouts seem to be part of the managements overall business plan.

No, this is just a straight estimate by comparing apples to apples – and proof as to why the stock you buy today could literally explode – even if WTFS just stays on their current course.

Don’t let this profit opportunity pass you by – consider acting on WTFS today!
How do you become a major player in a major market?

It’s a question that has haunted businessmen for centuries, yet for the select few with the drive and foresight to soldier on, figuring out the answer meant Billions in their pocket.

Names like McDonald’s, Coca-Cola and even Apple have followed a formula for success that mirrors the exact strategy that WTFS is employing in their bid to capture a huge chunk of an estimated $100 Billion market.

They started small...
McDonald’s had humble beginnings, this titanic-sized name was built on the back of a “mom and pop” establishment... they weren’t the multi-Billion dollar juggernaut we know today from day one.

They carved out their niche by providing quality, yet affordable products to the masses, building themselves loyal customers as they grew.

Once they dominated their “home turf” they expanded...

From one store, Ray Kroc saw the potential in McDonald’s, as well as the profit, and almost single handedly turned this drive-in hamburger joint into the worlds largest fast food operation on the planet...

And WTFS is following suit.

Is this the right move for WTFS?

Well, I’m sure if you’d ask shareholders of McDonald’s Corp. (MCD) about the 7,991% profits they’ve made since establishing their first franchise in Hong Kong, I’d bet they’d tell you it would be smart for WTFS to follow the path McDonald’s has blazed.

If they do, those 7,991% profits could be on the horizon for shareholders of WTFS...

And their proven success in China could be the key.

“It’s Like Having Signed Contracts With Chevy, Ford And Chrysler”

As an investor, one of the most important questions we need to ask before we lay down our hard earned money is this:

Will I walk away from this investment wealthy?

While nobody can see into the future, and if WTFS’s past proves anything, then the answer is a resounding “yes”!

You see, there’s a reason that some experts are dubbing WTFS the “Caterpillar of China”, and it has everything to do with the signed contracts they have with three major names in China’s diesel industry...

One of which, is on China’s “Fortune 500” list.

While it’s important that WTFS has secured signed contracts with major names like EMEI and Wuxi Diesel...

It’s their long term, renewable contract with mega-company and Chinese “Fortune 500” member Waifong Diesel Power Generation that has me so excited about their long and short-term
He’s so excited about their long and short term prospects.

When word leaked out of WTFS’s Euro III patented fuel injection systems, Waifong was ready to buy out their entire stock!

Smartly, WTFS’s management turned this offer down, and instead, secured a long term, renewable contract to sell 200,000 pieces per year to Waifong...

200,000 a year!!!

This move alone virtually guarantees that WTFS will continue to be profitable for the foreseeable future...

But when you take into account all three of their partners combined, it’s like having signed contracts with Chevy, Ford and Chrysler at the same time!

This is big...

And as incredible as this is, it’s WTFS’s potential to sign even more, and potentially bigger players in India, Brazil and throughout the world that should have us chomping on the bit and ready to jump on board to WTFS.

With 580% profits on the horizon, it’s insane not to take advantage of this advanced knowledge of success.

Do yourself a favor and consider grabbing as many shares as you comfortably can...

It could be the smartest move you make for your wallet all year.

Making Engines Better Or Just Making Engines? How WTFS Expansion Means $$$ In Our Pockets

As of right now, WTFS is content with simply providing their fuel injection systems to their signed customers, making companies like Waifong, EMEI and Wuxi’s diesel engines more efficient.

But a new and perhaps even more profitable avenue is being presented as another stream of revenue for WTFS.

Like I said, for now, WTFS is providing their systems to their customers, where finally assembly takes place...

But what if WTFS becomes a “one stop shop”, and the entire assembly of the engine begins and ends with them?

A huge undertaking to be sure, but the upside of a deal like this is incredible...

Profits could be sent soaring as WTFS begins providing the entire engine, easily doubling or even tripling their current revenue.

Do you know what this would mean to shareholders of WTFS?
By using the math that I showed you earlier – if WTFS’s future revenues triple – that would mean a huge gain of 1,896%!

That’s good enough to watch every $5,000 invested explode to $94,000 or $10,000 to soar to $189,600!

Now do you see why experts are so excited about WTFS?

At Just $.70 A Share, WTFS Could Be 2011’s Biggest China Play

By all but securing 580% profits, and the potential to hit 1,896% profits a short time later...

*WTFS could very well be the biggest China play we see all year.*

By already securing signed contracts with major players and by ramping up expansion into blossoming emerging markets like India and Brazil...

It’s only a matter of time until word leaks out about WTFS.

That’s why it’s so important that if you’re going to act on this all-but-guaranteed winner, it should be now.

Because the more people that jump on the WTFS bandwagon, the faster the window to profit closes for people like us.

Because while we don’t have “inside” contacts like some of the Wall Street elite, what you’re holding in your hand is the next best thing.

The only question is...

Are you ready to profit?

Because if so, here’s what comes next.

Your Next Step To Secure Your Chance At 580% Profits

In the investing world, making money comes down to a simple fact...

If you want to make any real money, you need to get in before the herd.

By revealing the name and ticker symbol of this practically guaranteed winner, I’m basically handing you keys to 580% profits now, with the potential to hit 1,896% or more later...

All I ask of you is to sign up for my free newsletter below.

My advice?

I’d drop this immediately and consider calling your broker or logging in to your online trading account and grabbing as many shares of WTFS as you comfortably can.

It probably wouldn’t be a bad idea to sell half of your position once it hits $4.76, then let the rest ride...
Just remember, you won’t be there to profit unless you act now.

But even if you’re still not convinced WTFS is the right fit for you, we’re about to “seal-the-deal” with what I’m about to tell you next.

**Growing By Bounds: Gobbling Up The Competition... And Profits**

Every business has competition in some form or another...

McDonald’s has Burger King, Coca-Cola has Pepsi and Apple has Microsoft, and WTFS does too. But there is one major difference and advantage that WTFS holds over all of the afore mentioned companies...

And that difference is the fact that WTFS’s the biggest fish in a very small pond.

WTFS doesn’t have to worry about another company coming in to cut into their profits, because there is no other company with the manufacturing capabilities to keep up with them.

This means WTFS is free to grow their business however they see fit, and one of those ways could be by acquiring a few, some or even all of the smaller companies in their market and industry.

Because if there is one fact that the management has made clear is that WTFS won’t be bought-out. They want to become the “Caterpillar of China”.

And the more companies WTFS acquires, the more money goes into our pockets as investors.

So, in WTFS, we’re looking at a potentially global conglomerate looking to dominate the $100 Billion plus diesel engine industry, with it’s eye on the competition.

It just doesn’t get any better than that.

**If You Do One Thing Today For Your Future, Consider Grabbing WTFS**

I can’t stress enough how important it is for quick and decisive action WTFS.

Because by this time next month, word of WTFS and their proven profit potential will not only be hitting the street, it’ll be running rampant.

When you couple a hot Chinese pick with a sound strategy and solid product, what you’re looking at is the recipe for success.

If you haven’t already, please consider calling your broker and giving him Xinde Technology’s ticker symbol (WTFS).

Because like I said a little earlier, the more word gets out about this Chinese stock, the faster our window to profit closes.

Consider WTFS today... you’ll be glad you did.

"My Publisher Thinks I’m Crazy - But I Want To Give You $520 Worth Of My Best Research, Absolutely Free - Then Show You How To Multiply That Amount 10 Fold!"
Yes, you read that right...

Not only am I giving you $520 worth of my most in-depth profitable research for FREE, but I’m guaranteeing you, it’ll be worth no less than $5,200 within the next 12 months.

Hi, my name is Eric Dickson, editor of Breakaway Stocks, and I’m making you this bold offer not out of blind charity, but because I know once you profit along side me, you’ll become a customer for life...

And from my prospective - that’s just good business.

To give you an example of the type of wealth multiplying profits you’ll have exclusive access to, have a look at what I’ve recently returned current subscribers:

**SWHC**: $2.61-$5.80 = **122% Gain**  
**DRJ**: $0.84-$2.20 = **162% Gain**  
**VMW**: $22.10-$89.18 = **303% Gain!!**  
**TXN**: $14.77-$28.98 = **96% Gain**  
**SSO**: $25.62-$45.70 = **78% Gain**  
**CCIH**: $13.90-$30.70 = **121% Gain**  
**WGMGY.PK**: $0.013-$0.03 = **131% Gain**  
**BORN**: $7.10-$20.50 = **189% Gain**

Now to be fair I did have some losers during this period:

**ISSI**: $12.05-$9.15 = **24% Loss**  
**OPTT**: $6.95-$6.71 = **3.5% Loss**  
**STRL**: $14.80-$12.72 = **14% Loss**

On balance I think you’ll agree the good outweighs the bad.

See, the moment you sign up for your FREE subscription to The Daily Market Beat and Small Cap Fortunes you’ll get expert insights into proven profit producing investment strategies like:

- **ADRs** - Bank explosive profits from overseas markets - Singapore, Hong Kong, New Delhi, Sao Palo, you’ll be making money in every corner of the globe!
- **IPOs** - Get into the hottest investments on the market today BEFORE the street finds out tomorrow!
- **ETFs** - Want lightening fast returns without staring at a trading screen all day? You’ll find them here (we’ve got the countries leading expert to guide you!)
- **Penny Stocks** - From $0.1 to $0.25, it happens everyday - and it’s good enough to turn $5,000 into $125,000. Sound good? We’ll show you how!
- **Small Caps** - The fertile proven profit grounds of the Over-The-Counter market. This is where you’ll find a steady stream of triple-digit returns!
- **Commodities** - Oil, silver, gold, wheat, pork bellies, you name it - you’ll profit from it, regardless of if they go up or down!
- And $Much, $Much $More!

I urge you to take me up on this offer. I can’t promise you’ll ever see it again. Get your first fortune-building issue today!

The profits are mere moments away... Start now!
Staying One Step Ahead
Of The Market Is Easy...

With the Internets most comprehensive newsletter, The Daily Market Beat and Small Cap Fortunes! With information and strategies on the hottest stocks tips and investing techniques... it will change the way to look at making money -

Sign Up!

To Your Future Wealth,

Tim Fields
Editor Untapped Wealth

PS. Remember, even if the company does nothing, and stays on their current course with their already guaranteed contracts, within the next 5 years, this stock is on target to jump 580%. Talk about your “no brainers”... WTFS is giving the chance walk away from the table wealthy

PPS. By gobbling up the competition, WTFS could make those 580% gains